Right Networks Granted Patent for its HyperRightä Platform
Technology enables unparalleled scale with no scheduled downtime
HUDSON, NH (December 12, 2019) – Right Networks has been granted a patent by the US
Patent and Trade Office for its HyperRightä platform, which virtualizes any single-tenant
Windows application and converts it to a multi-tenant application. In the HyperRight
environment, Right Networks virtualizes those elements of a desktop application needed to
support multiple users, while maintaining each user’s settings and experience. HyperRight also
allows Right Networks to enforce individual user software licensing, assuring hosted application
partners that every user has a valid license. A key benefit of the HyperRight platform is its
ability to separate the application from the data, keeping customer data private while enabling
the full range of features and functionality of the application software, seamlessly
accomplished with no changes to customer workflow.
For example, a CPA can access their client’s data on Quickbooks Desktop on behalf of the client
or collaborate with them in real-time within the Right Networks hosted environment. This data
is shared and updated in real-time, capturing updates from both the CPA firm and the
customer.
“Right Networks’ advanced technology offerings are pivotal to how we fuel firm productivity
and the multi-tenant environment that HyperRight creates means we are the only cloudhosting provider that can enable the kind of collaboration our customers seek,” said Joel
Hughes, CEO of Right Networks. “In addition, it allows us to be extremely efficient when
deploying security and application updates, all with no scheduled downtime for our
customers.”
For more information on Right Networks solutions, pricing and available plans, visit
www.RightNetworks.com.
About Right Networks
Right Networks helps accounting firms, independent accounting professionals, and small
businesses move their legacy accounting software and business-critical applications to the
cloud. Right Networks is 100% accounting focused and offers an industry-leading solution that
hosts and maintains legacy accounting software alongside a curated application ecosystem of
250+ best-in-class applications, including QuickBooks, Lacerte and ProSeries from Intuit,
Expensify, Bill.com, Avalara, SmartVault and Webgility. By providing critical, time-consuming
application updates and back-ups and zero scheduled downtime, as well as 24/7 tech support
and enterprise-class security, Right Networks customers achieve the flexibility that is critical to

serving their clients and/or running their business. The company has earned widespread
industry recognition and was most recently named a 2019 CPA Practice Advisor Readers' Choice
Award recipient.
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